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About This Game

Acid Spy is a first person stealth action game set in a cyberpunk universe. Infiltrate heavily guarded bases and take down your
enemies with skill and finesse. Master the art of quick, deadly stealth to become the acid spy.

Expect lethal opposition from cyber soldiers armed with laser rifles. Equipped with a silenced pistol and combat knife the odds
may seem stacked against you, but in the right hands a silent attack is more dangerous than any rifle.

Combat arenas are designed around player freedom. Study your enemies and attack where they least expect it. Remain unseen
or prepare to be hunted down.

Parkour and mastering the movement mechanics of wall jumping and crouch sliding is essential to overcoming obstacles and
defeating your enemies.

Stealth is usually the best course of action. This doesn’t mean you have to go slow. A skilled assassin moves quickly and strikes
with deadly precision.

Completing the retro futuristic theme is a melodic synthwave soundtrack from Wolf and Raven.
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Really fun game..totally worth the money. Hidden gem.. My God, this game is amazing!
No joke, one of my favorite!!. One of the most underrated games of all time. A Gem. Simple concept, easy to learn, amazing
when you master the movement and ammo management.

Basically you have a pistol that has 4 bullets in it, but it recharges once you get a knife kill. Maps are really cool and have
different level designs every time, never gets boring. Each level has around 10 enemies you must kill, then proceed. But there
are also different variety of obstacles, like security cameras and lazers. The kills are really satisfying, especially an aerial knife
kill. Now and then, there are parkour-only levels with no enemies. Those are great too.

I like to point out that this whole game was made by only 1 person. It's really wonderful. Hats off to you sir.

Also, a pro tip for beginners: You can gain insane speed by abusing shift+space every time you land and also walljumping. It's
like bunnyhopping but much faster. Super fun and a must if you're going to do a speedrun.
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